
29 Paleoenvironmental conditions in 
Antarctica since A.D. 1500: ice core 
evidence 
E. Mosley- Thompson 

29.1 Antarctic ice core records 

The previous chapter described the paleoclimatic records available from ice cores in the 
Antarctic Peninsula region. This paper synthesizes the records available for the East and 
West Antarctica Ice Sheets (Figure 29. 1). The histories summarized in this chapter come 
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Figure 29.1 The map illustrates core sites and meteorological stations discussed in the text. 
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from different areas which are characterized by a broad spectrum of net balances, mean 
annual temperatures, surface climatologies and ice flow regimes. Section 29.1.2 focuses upon 
the different ice cores and discusses the strengths and limita tions of each record for the 
synthesis of environmental conditions since A .D . 1500. The following section provides an 
overview of the dating of ice core records which is the first , critical step in paleoclimatic 
reconstruction. 

29.1.1 Dating the ice cores 

As discussed in Chapter 1, ice cores may be dated using numerous technjques (Hammer 
1978) ranging from seasonally varying parameters such as dust and 5180 , identification of 
discrete well-dated events, and modeling techniques. To examjne the last 500 years as 
recorded in Antarctic ice cores, annual to decadal time resolution is essential and the 
precision of the time scale is a major consideration. Data drawn from other authors are 
presented as faithfully as possible with respect to ~ime, and any annual or decadal averages 
presented were calculated from the time series as originally published. 

Johnsen (1977) demonstrated that the seasonal 5180 signal will be smoothed gradually by 
diffusion during the firnification process and may not be preserved at depth when accumu
lation rates are below -250 mm H20 equivalent. In these regions other seasonally varying 
constituents such as insoluble particulates (MPC) sulfate (Soi·) nitrate (N0 3·) and direct 
current (D .C.) conductivity may be used . Ultimately, the net annual accumulation and 
temperature of a site limit the time resolution. 

This may be illustrated using records from two very different places: Siple Station (75°55'S; 
84°15'W; 1054m asl) and Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station (90°S; 2835m asl). Microparti
cle (insoluble) concentrations were analyzed in 5218 samples representing the entire length of 
a 101 meter ice core drilled in 1974 at South Pole. A 911 year time scale was produced using a 
single parameter , insoluble dust concentrations (Figure 2 in Mosley-Thompson and 
Thompson 1982). The time scale error at 101 meters was estimated as -90 years or± 10% . 
The low net annual accumulation at South Pole ( -80mm H20 equivalent) precludes the use 
of seasonal S180 and SD variations for dating at depths exceeding about 20 meters (Figure 
29.2 in Jouzel et al. 1983). In contrast , the high net annual accumulation at Siple (560 mm 
H20 equivalent) and moderately low temperatures (MAT:-24°C) preserve the seasonal 5180 
signal which exhibits strong spatial reproducibility (Figure 29.2) . Sulfate concentrations also 
exhibit a well preserved and spatially reproducible annual signal (Dai et al. 1990). Thus, using 
a combination of 5180 and sol-, coupled with sol-identification of several volcanic events 
which serve as time-stratigraphic markers (e.g. Figure 29.3) the estimated accuracy of the 
time scale for the 302 meter Siple core is± 10 years at A .D . 1417 or ± 2% . This 5-fold 
increase in precision illustrates the importance of net annual accumulation for obtaining 
highly resolved time scales. 

The precision of the time scale also depends upon the sample size selected for individual 
analyses. The cores used in this synthesis were drilled at diffe rent locations (Figure 29 .I) and 
were analyzed by different groups using a variety of techniques and sampling schemes. 
Therefore, the reader is encouraged to review the original records if more specific informa
tion is desired . 
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Figure 29.2 Four oxygen isotope records represen ting A. D . 1965- 1985 a t Siple Station illustra te the high degree of reproducibili ty of 
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Figure 29.3 The sulfate concentrations (11eq. 1' 1) in two para lle l cores 
(A and B) from Siple Station exhibit an excellently preserved seasonal 
signal which is combined with the o180 record to produce the time scale. 
The S04

2
' records reveal the e ruption of Tambora (A.D. 1815) which 

serves as a time-stratigraphic marker , further confirming the time scale . 

29.1.2 Description of the ice core records 

E. MOSLEY-THOMPSON 

Siple Station (75°55' S; 84° 15' W; 1054m as/) A 550 year record of the concentrations of dust , 
8180 and SOi· was o bta ined from a 302 meter core drilled in 1985/86 at Siple Station {Figure 
29. 1) . Siple lies between the Antarctic Peninsula region which is characterized by a complex 
near-surface wind regime (Schwerdtfege r and Amaturo 1979) and the high inland polar 
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plateau. T o the east of the Peninsula the contine ntal characte r of the me teorological regime 
leads to a very cold Anta rctic coastal be lt while maritime conditions prevail to the west. It is 
like ly that the Siple region is not dominated co nsistently by a single me teoro logical regime , 
but is a sensitive region of tra nsition . This will be explo red in more deta il in Sectio n 29 .3. 

The 302 mete r Siple core was cut into 5757 samples each fo r microparticle concentratio ns 
and 8 180 and into 3492 samples for SOl· analyses . The small sample size (and thus large 
number of samples) was necessary to isolate seasonal signals fo r establishing the best possible 
time scale. Both 8180 and SOl · records exhibit excelle nt seasona lity (Figure 29.3) through
out the entire 302 meters and were used to produce the time scale previously discussed 
(Section 29.1.1) . To create the annual records the 8180 and particulate concentration values 
were ave raged o ver individua l annual layer thicknesses. The weight of each sample in the 
annual average was a function of its contributio n to the thickness of the a nnual unit. 

South Pole Station (90"S; 2835m as/) A 101 mete r core drilled a t South Pole in 1974 was cut 
into 5218 samples for the analysis of micropa rticle concentratio ns (Mosley-Thompson and 
Thompson 1982) which we re used to establish a 911 year record. The core was a lso cut into 
1024 samples for o 180 ana lyses at the Unive rsity of Cope nhagen . The 8 IHO samples were cut 
to approximate a single year as defined by the current accumulation ra te coupled with a 
steady sta te calculatio n of layer thinning with depth. The refore , the 811!0 record does not 
co ntribute to the refinement o f the time scale. The 8180 data have been converted into a time 
series using the time-depth re latio nship derived fro m the particulate record. The 8 180 da ta 
from 1974 to 1982 we re obtained by ave raging ove r the annual layers in a pit 4 kilo mete rs 

from the station (Mosley-Thompson et a/. 1985) . T he net annua l accumulation at South Po le 
is ~80 mm H20 equivale nt. 

A second isoto pic record is available fro m South Pole . Jouzel et a/. (1 983) produced a very 
detailed ( - 900 samples) continuous De uterium (SO ) reco rd for the last 100 years wi th an 
estimated accuracy of ±5 years. The annua l averages fo r A. D . 1887-1977 a nd the smoothed 
curves used in this paper are re produceq from Jouzel et a/. (1983). 

Dome C (124° 10' E; 74°39' S; ]240m as/) The low net annual accumulation (- 37 mm H20 
eq .) at Dome C (Figure 29.1) precludes establishing an annually resolved record . T he most 
deta iled 8180 records o f the last 1000 yea rs fo r D o me C (Figure 29. 1) are fro m the uppe r 100 
me te rs of two cores drilled in 1978 and 1979 (Benoist et a/. 1982) . Due to the large varia bility 
in ne t accumulation , a high level of smoothing was required to reduce the noise. Smoothing 
with filte r band widths of 512 a nd 170 years precluded extraction o f a de ta iled record . Benoist 
et a/. (1982) conclude that the smoothed curves suggest gene ra lly coole r conditions fro m 
A .D. - 1200-1800. 

T340: Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf ( -7S060' S; 55°W) A 100 meter core was drilled in 1984 at 
site T340 on the Filchne r-Ronne Ice She lf (Figure 29.1) by the German Anta rctic Research 
Program (Graf eta/. 1988) . Net annual accumulation at T340 is - 155 mm H 20 equivale nt . 
The core was dated using the seasonal varia tions in sH!o preserved in much of the core. The 
quality of the 8 180 record , and thus the time scale , was compromised by partial melting in the 
upper part of the core. Essentially, 479 annua l layers were identified by 8 1x0 a nd of these 80 
were expressed as small maxi ma or shoulde rs on larger peaks. In addition , 5 meters of core 
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were unava ilable. Extrapo lating from surrounding sections lead to the addition of 41 years, 
representing this 5m section. T hus, a total of 520 years were estimated fo r the core which 
gives an age of A. D. 1460 fo r the bottom (Graf eta/. 1988). No estimate o f accuracy was given 
for the dating of T340. Due to the movement of the ice she lf, the ice in the core did not 
accumulate at a single location. G raf eta/. (1988) attempted to correct the 8 180 reco rd for the 
increasing continenta l effect down the length of the core since the ice at depth originated in a 
less maritime location. 

Law Dom e (66°44'S; 112°50'£ ; 1390m as/) T he Australian National Antarctic Research 
Expedition recovered a 473 mete r ice core (BHD) in 1977 from the summit of the Law Do me. 
The ne t annual accumulatio n at the site of core BHD is -800mm H20 and the annual layers 
thin to approximate ly 11 Omm H 20 eq . at 450 meters. Pit studies and tota l Beta radioactivity 
profiles confirm the annual cha racte r of the we ll-preserved 8 180 signal. T he uppe r 28 me ters 
(1950-1977) were cut into roughly 10 samples pe r yea r to verify the seasonality of the 8180 
record . Below 28 meters , 8 180 was measured in selected sections and the results were 
extrapolated over intervening core sectio ns. Recognizing that this introduces some 
uncertainty in the dating Morgan (1985) suggests a dating accuracy of ± 10% . 

Mizuho (70°41. 9' S; 44°19. 9' £ ; 2230m as/) A 150 meter core was drilled at Mizuho Station 
by Japanese Anta rctic Research Expeditions between 1970 and 1976 (Watanabe et a/. 1978). 
Mizuho is situated in the Anta rctic coastal zone (Figure 29.1) in a region do minated by 
katabatic winds. The mean annual accumula tion is -450 mm H20 equiva lent , but removal of 
materia l by wind produces hiatuses in the annua l record . T hese hiatuses make the recon
structio n of a continuous 8 180 record fro m the 150 meter core impossible. No obvio us 
seasonal cycles in Sli10 were found. Principa lly. the core was dated by matching prominent 
isotope fea tures to simila r fea tures in the uppe r pa rt of the Camp Centu ry , Greenland core 
which were assumed to be co rre lative. Thus, it is impossible to assess the quality of the time 
scale , but the error is like ly to be highe r than fo r other cores considered here. 

29.2 The contemporary setting 

Despite its zonal symmetry, the Southern Hemisphe re a tmospheric circulation is char
acterized by inte rannua l variability larger than that in the Northern Hemisphe re (Trenbe rth 
1984) . The distribution of storm tracks and preferred regions of blocking are tied to the 
planetary waves, and thus to the positio n of the mean jet stream. Rogers (1983) found that 
interannual temperature variability at a site reflects simila r variability in the longitudinal 
positions of the upper level waves and associated surface cyclo nes. Positions of these fea tures 
are cont rolled partia lly by the distribution o f Anta rctic sea ice and hence, by sea surface 
temperatures (Carle ton 1984; Trenbe rth 1984). Thus, the high interannual temperature 
variability results from la rge-scale changes from year to yea r in the position of the jet stream 
and prefe rred sto rm tracks which co ntrol the pene tratio n of warm air to the Antarcti c 
inte rio r. 

Figures 29.4 and 29.5 illustrate the longest and most comple te mean annual A nta rctic 
urface temperature records expressed as departures from their respective time series means. 
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1987). 
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To highlight trends in each record the three-year unweighted running mean is shown as a solid 
line and three periods of pe rsiste nt multi-year temperature tre nds are shaded for late r 
discussion. In Figure 29.4 sta tions fro m the Antarctic Pe ninsula region (Figure 29.1) are 
shown with the Antarctic Pe ninsula composite compiled by Limbert (1984) and updated by 
Peel et at. (1 988). Islas Orcadas a nd Be llingsha usen represent the northe rn end of the 
Peninsula while Faraday is characte ristic of the western coasta l regio n. Halley Bay, o n the 
extreme easte rn edge o f the Weddell Sea, cha racte rizes the colde r, more contine ntal regime 
to the east of the Pe ninsula. The te mperature regime a t Halley Bay is genera lly out of phase 
with that o n the western side of the Ro nne-Filchne r Ice Shelf. 

Figure 29.5 shows the most complete temperature records from East Antarctica. On the 
high po lar plateau are Vostok a nd South Pole whi le Casey and Dumont D'Urville are along 
the Wilkes La nd Coast. Included is a synthesis fo r (65°-90°S) derived from a real averaging 
(Raper et at. 1984; DOE 1987) and a spatia lly averaged trend analysis for 64° to 90°S (Hansen 
and Lebedeff 1987). 

The mai n trends in the continental-scale composites (Figure 29 .5) are reflected in the 
Peninsula composite (Figure 29.4) with the exceptio n of the promine nt warming tre nd since 
1980 in the Peninsula regio n (excluding Halley Bay) . This similarity a ri ses partially because 
the contine ntal-scale composites contain some areal bias toward the Pe ninsula region where 
the lo nger and more complete records exist (see Figure 29.2 in both Rape r eta!. 1984 and 
Hansen and Lebedeff 1987). Further, they a re biased toward coastal conditio ns as only three 
inland stations (Amundsen-Scott, Vostok a nd Byrd ) have lo ng records and o bservations 
ended at Byrd in 1970. The greate r similarity to tre nds at Casey and Dumont D' Urvi lle 

illustrates this bias. Jf South Po le and Vosto k are characteristic of the high polar plateau 
(above 2500 meters) the n much of the areal ex tent of Ea t A nta rctica may not be repre en ted 
well in the composite records . All three composites suggest a broad warming trend from the 
late 1950s to the earl y 1970s fo llowed by mode ra te cooling. Since 1980 there has been no 
strong tre nd except in the Peninsula where a marked warming is evide nt at all statio ns (Figure 
29.4) except Halley Bay. 

The only long te mperature record , Islas Orcadas ( 1903-1985) has been shown to be 
unre presentative of both the Antarctic mean tempe rature e ries and the Southern H e mis
phe re (0°-60°S) composite for 1957-1983 (Jones et a!. 1986; Raper et at. 1984) . Much of the 
dissimi larity arises from a significant cha nge in the te mperature field in 1970. From 1957 to 
1970 the te mperature relationship between Orcadas and Faraday was consiste nt with colde r 
temperatures at Faraday. However, this re latio nship reversed (Figure 29.4) in 1970. An 
analysis of the sea level pressure fi eld led Schwerdtfeger ( 1 976) to conclude that stronger a nd 
more frequent winds from the northwest increased the advectio n of warmer maritime air 
from the southeastern Pacific a long the west coast of the Peninsula. Rogers' (1983) ana lysis 
suggested that a shift in the preferred locat ion of surface cyclones and upper-level waves 
occurred . Comparison of the records in Figures 29.4 and 29.5 revea ls that this warm event of 
the early 1970s affected a much la rger area than the west coast of the Pe ninsula. 

Antarctic tempe rature records reveal two other pe riods of persistent (multi-year) and 
geographically ex te nsive te mperature tre nds: 1975- 1980 a nd 1955-1960. The spatial patte rns 
of these tre nds are not simple and appear to change with time ; that is, the tempe rature 
relationship between specific sta tio n pai rs is not te mporally consiste nt. For example , the 
1970-1975 warm period , discussed above, which was so prominent at Faraday (Figure 29.4; 
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stipple) is present in all the composites , as well as Dumont D 'U rville , Casey and Vostok 
(Figure 29.5). It is nearly absent at South Pole and Be llingshausen. Alternate ly, Ha lley Bay 
and Islas Orcadas exhibit coole r temperatures. It is intere ting that the cooling trend in the 
late 1970s was prominent o nly where warming was prono unced earl ier in the decade. Thi 
consistent spatial patte rn may indicate tha t the consecutive warming and cooling throughout 
the decade was part o f a large-scale circulation pattern which exhibited long-term per
sistence. 

The spatial characte ristics o f the temperature patte rn fo r the coole r period from 1955-1960 
(Figure 29.4, hatched pattern) a re different from those of the 1975-1980 cool period. Along 
the entire north-south axis of the Pe ninsula cooler temperatures were prevalent , but did not 
extend across the ice she lf to Halley Bay. T he cooling was modest at Amundsen-Scott and 
Vostok, but mo re pronounced at Dumont D 'U rville . 

This discussion highlights the large-scale spatial d iffe rence in surface air temperatures 
which should be re flected in paleorecords reconstructed from 8 180 variations in ice cores. 
Such spatial diffe rences may result from minor shifts in pre ferred locations for large-scale 
circulatio n features (Rogers 1983). Winter mean surface temperature trends in Antarctica 
have been linked to slow (multi-year) variations in atmosphe ric long waves (van Loon and 
Williams 1977) suggesting that mid-latitude large-scale circulatio n plays a significant role in 
the spatia l va ri ability of tempera ture over the continent . A more detailed discussion of the 
characteristics of the Antarctic meteorological regime is give n by Schwerdtfege r (1984) and 
the precipitatio n regime is reviewed by Bromwich (1988) . 

29.3 Surface temperature and 3180: A.D. 1945-1985 

Annual8 180 averages, like surface temperatures, exhibit intera nnual va riability in response to 
la rge-scale circulation changes which control the frequency, duration, intensity, and seaso
nality of precipitatio n from cyclonic storms. In additio n, ice core records contain glacio logical 
noise superimposed upo n the input signal by bo th surface and post-depositio nal processe . T he 
climato logical utility of an ice core record as an enviro nmental proxy depends upon whether or 
not it reflects larger o r regional-scale climatic trends. This assessment fo r Antarctic ice core 
records is hinde red by the poor availability of lo ng me teoro logical o bservatio ns (DOE 1987) as 
previously illustrated (Figures 29.4 and 29.5). The only lo ng and complete inte rior record is 
from South Pole . Vostok is of equa l length but has th ree mis ingannual averages (Figure29.5). 

Comparison of 8 180 and surface temperatures provides a crude estima te of the la rger-scale 
representativity of the ice core record although the re are weaknesses in this approach (Peel, 
this volume). For example , the implicit assumption that accumulatio n occurs evenly through
out the year may introduce a bias. Precipitation falls thro ugho ut the year at Siple in 
association with pe rsistent cyclonic activity , but the distributio n througho ut the year is 
unknown. On the other hand, winter (March to October) is the principal accumulatio n 
season at South Po le. T he limitations of 8 180 as a proxy of condensation temperature are 
recognized as other factors such as distance from the source (e.g., sea ice extent , Bro mwich 
and Weaver 1983) storm track trajectory and isotopic composition of the source also contri
bute to 8 180 at the depositio n site . The relatio nships among these controlling facto rs are 
complex and their relative impo rtance varies with geographic location. 
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Multi-yea r fie ld programs a re required to quantify the o180-air tempe rature rela tio nship. 
For the icc cores discussed he re . such studies have been conducted only a t So uth Pole. Aldaz 
and De utsch (1967) collected precipitation fo r o 1x0 a nalyses between November 1964 and 
October 1965 and combined these results with upper air (50 kPa) te mperature observations. 
They formulated an empirica l mean annual te mpe rature-o 18 0 re la tio nship (o 1x0 = 
t.4(T"C)+4.0) which enco mpas ed the majority of the ir observatio ns. Using a similar 
approach . but with oD derived fro m pit studies for 1957- 1978, Jo uzel eta/. ( 1983) found that 
mean annual deuterium values were best correla ted (r= 0.57) with te mperatures just above 
the inversion . This is consiste nt with the observation that precipitation forms just above the 
surface inversio n (Miller and Schwe rdtfeger 1972). For the purposes of thi s paper the o 180 
record is assumed to provide a proxy histo ry fo r the condensation tempe rature of the 
precipita tion at each core site. Thus, the classica l interpretatio n ofo 18 0 for po la r ice sheets is 
adopted. that is more (less) negative ra tios imply coole r (wa rmer) condensation te m
peratures. 

Figure 29.6 illustra tes the o 1x0 records for the o nly Antarctic ice cores (exclusive o f the 
Pe ninsula , see previous chapter) ana lyzed in sufficie nt de tail to provide meaningful annual 
averages fo r the pe riod of overlap with meteorological observatio ns. These are the South 
Po le oD record (Jo uzel et a/. 1 983) the Law Dome o 180 record (Morgan 1985) and the Siple 
o 180 record (Mosley-Thomp o n eta/. 1990, in pres ) . The time scale accuracy of these cores 
has been discussed (Sectio n 29. 1.2). The 1974 South Pole o 1HO record is not included as it was 
cut into samples o nly approximating individual years (in the section on the South Pole 
Station) a nd thus, the 'annual' values lack the precision necessary for compa rison with 
measured annual average te mpe rature : however, the record is quite appropria te for examin
ation of lo nger tre nds. Figure 29.6 a lso illu tra tes two of the previously discussed tempe rature 
composites. the Pe ninsula and 65-90°S, respectively. 

The large intera nnual va ria bility makes it impossible to compare individual years among 
the three ice core records (Figure 29.6); however, the use of a three-sample unwe ighted 
running mean (solid line) highlights multi-yea r trends . Precise compa rison of these records 
may be complicated by minor dating erro rs which could shift fea tures several years in either 
direction . South Pole and Law Do me show remarkable similarity fo r sites of such disparate 
physical climatology (high plateau versus coasta l). Nevertheless , bo th records re flect the 
same broad tre nds: an ' isotopic warm event' from 1955-1958, a subsequent cooling tre nd with 
little inte rannual vari ance throughout the early 1 960s, a nd a warming tre nd since 1965. On 
the o ther ha nd , 2-3 year warm a nd cool events a t Siple appear o ut o f phase with those at South 
Po le and Law Dome, particula rl y prio r to 1965. Only two lo nger tre nds characte rize bo th 
South Po le a nd Siple: ( I) the warming of the la te r 1960s which was also characteris tic of the 
Pe ninsula (Figure 29.6) and a modest cooling from the mid-1940s to the mid-1950s. The latter 
was no t cha racteristic of the Pe ninsula which expe rie nced modest warming. 

The large scale features in the Siple o 1HO record compa re well with isotopic histo ries fro m 
James Ross Island , Do lle ma n Lsla nd, and Gomez Nunatak (Mosley-Tho mp o n et a/. 1990; 
Peel, this volume) . This suggests tha t conditions at Siple may re flect those prevailing in the 
Pe ninsula area mo re freque ntly than over the high plateau . 

The re is observatio na l evidence that tempe rature trends in the Pe ninsula area are generally 
'out of phase' with those over the East Antarctica Plateau which is consistent with the South 
Pole and Siple records. Using facto r analysis Rogers ( L 983) examined the spatial variability o f 
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seasonal mean temperature departures and reported an opposition in temperature anomalies 
between co ntinental stations and those o n o r near the Antarctic Peninsula in all seasons but 
spring. For 1958 to 1980 the strength of the zonal weste rlies (estimated from he ight d iffe ren
ces across six pa irs of mid-latitude and Antarctic stations) was strongly tied to the Peninsula-
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continent tempe rature opposition pattern in winter and summer. Rogers found that in years 
when zonal westerlies are strongest, tempe ratures are ano malously cold at South Po le and 
anomalo usly warm in the Pe ninsula area. Previously, Swanson and Trenberth ( 198 1) 
reported an o pposition in the lo ng-term te mperature tre nds ( 1957-1979) between the 
northeast sector (ro ughly 0°-90°E; including South Pole) and the rest of the continent 
including much of West Antarctica and the Peninsula . 

A principal components a nalysis (Ra per er a/. 1984) of the spatial characteristics of 
Antarctic annua l and winter te mperatures {1957-1983) support the Swanson and Trenberth 
results: that is, negative loadings (a cooling tre nd) in the secto r between 40°E and 30°W and 
positive loadings (warming tre nd) for the rest of the continent including the Pe ninsula. These 
data illustrate the regional diffe re nces that exist over Antarctica and explain why no single 
meteorological record provides a consistent picture of Antarctic te mpe rature tre nds. 

29.4 The records since A.D. 1500 

T he most recent widespread Neoglacial episode (approximate ly A . D. 1500-1880) evident in 
both reconstructed No rthern He misphe re temperatures (Groveman and Landsberg 1979) 
and proxy records (Lamb 1977; Grove 1988) is commonly referred to as the Little Ice Age 
(LIA). Figure 29.7 illustrates the five Antarctic ice core 8180 histories with sufficie nt time 
resolution and precision to examine e nvironmental conditions over continenta l Antarctica 
during the last 480 years. A record from the Quelccaya ice cap (Thompson et al . 1986) located 
at l4°S at 5670 mete rs o n the Altiplano of the southern Pe ruvian Andes, is included (Figure 

29. 7) as it closely resembles No rthe rn He misphe re tempe ratures reconstructed by Groveman 
and Landsberg (1 979). 

Fo r the records in Figure 29.7, the Mizuho time scale is the least precise while that for Siple 
is the most precise. Partial melting makes assessing the Filchne r-Ronne T340 time scale 
difficult ; however, if approxima te ly 20 yc::ars were missing from the uppe r part of T340, the 
major warm and cool events would correspond fai rly well with those at Siple. Such erro rs are 
possible as the uppe r part of the core was affected by me lting a nd contained most of the 
missing core sections fo r which extrapolatio ns were used . ln additio n, the T340 8 180 record 
(Figure 29.7) was adjusted fo r increasing contine ntality C80 depletion) with depth in the core 
due to northward ice shelf movement a nd was finally smoothed with a n unspecified filtering 
function (Graf er at. 1988). 

Only selected sections of the Mizuho and Law Do me cores we re analyzed. This discontin
uous sampling results in a smoothed appearance. By contrast, the South Po le , Siple, a nd 
Q ue lccaya records were continuously analyzed , a re a nnua lly resolved , a nd thus , exhibit a 
higher degree of va riability. To facilitate comparison , a 48-point Gaussian filter was used to 
smooth the annual data (Figure 29.7). The ho rizonta l line is the time series average for each 
core a nd va lues below the mean, inferred as coole r tha n average tempe ratures, are shaded. 

The records from East Antarctica suggest coole r conditions during much of the LIA while 
the Siple record indicates warme r conditions for much of that period. Core T340 also suggests 
warmer conditio ns from A .D . 1650 to 1830 with a brief cool event at - A.D. 1760. C learly, in 
the last 300 years the T340 record most closely resembles that from Siple , particularly the 
downward trend in the last century. 
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Figure 29.7 reveal several inte resting spatial di ffe rences. First , Mizuho and Law Do me 
show the stro ngest simila rity with coldest conditio ns be tween A.D . 1750 and 1850. Although 
conditio ns were coole r than average at South Po le from A .D . 1550 to 1800, this period is 
punctuated by warme r and cooler events with the coldest period in the mid to late 1500s. 
Using the empirical 8 1x0-tempe rature relationship o f Aldaz and Deutsch ( 1967) the 'isoto
pica lly infe rred' tempe rature depression in the la te 1500s may have been -O.SOC. A 
smoothed 8D histo ry from Dome C (not shown) also suggests coole r conditions from A .D . 
1200 to 1800; howeve r, beca use significant no ise necessitated high le ve l smoothing, further 
time resolution is impossible (Be no ist et a/. 1982). These records indicate that a warming 
tre nd has prevailed in East A nta rctica since A .D . 1850 while cooling has clearly dominated at 
Siple and T340. The T 340 record supports the suggestion that the lo nger-te rm trends in the 
Siple &1x0 history may reflect similar conditions fo r much of the Peninsula region. The 
o pposition between the &1x0 records at Siple and those in East Antarctica is consistent with 
the currently o bserved oppositio n in surface tempe ratures (Section 3.). Since A .D. 1975 
these tre nds appear to have reversed with cooling do minating over the Plateau and warming 
over the Peninsula (Figure 29.6). 

The dust concentratio ns in cores from Siple a nd South Pole suggest further diffe re nces. 
Figure 29.8 illustra tes the 10-year unwe ighted averages o f particulate concentratio ns (dia
meters ~0.63 tJ-m) pe r millilite r sample fo r both cores. Concentratio ns above the time series 
mean for each co re a re shaded. From A .D . 1630 to 1880 dust concentrations at Siple are 
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Figure 29.8 The 10-year unweighted averages of dust content for 
Siple and South Po le ice core are compared. Microparticle 
(diameter 2: 0.63~J.m) concentrations per ml are shown as 
standardized deviations from their respective time series means. 
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below ave rage. A brief dust event around A .D. 1750 is associated with a negative (cooler) 
excursion in B180 (Figure 29.7). From A .D . 1880 to the present dust concentrations at Siple 
have increased while a cooling trend has prevailed (Figure 29.7). In contrast , at South Pole 
dust deposition was higher from A .D . 1650-1850. Note that the coldest temperatures at South 
Pole preceded the increase in dust by 100 years. 

Every ice core extending back to the last glacial stage has exhibited a positive relationship 
be tween increased dust deposition and coole r temperatures as infe rred from B180 
(Thompson and Mosley-Thompson 1981; DeAngelis et al. 1987). A similar relationship has 
been demonstrated for a prominent Neoglaciation event on the Quelccaya Ice Cap in Peru 
(Thompson et a/. 1986). The dust concentration-B 180 relationship at Siple and South Pole 
supports this; e.g. , reduced dust deposition during warmer conditions (less negative average 
B180 ) and increased dust deposition during coole r conditions. T hus, the insoluble particulate 
concentrations furthe r support an inverse relationship between environmental conditions at 
Siple and South Pole during the last 500 years. Most of the broad temperature trends in the 
Peninsula region are reflected in the Siple B180 record (note the A .D. 1945-1955 exception) 
suggesting that the Siple region, possibly including much of the Antarctic Peninsula area, was 
characterized by warmer conditions from A. D. 1620-1830 than in the current century. 

As previously discussed the B180 record is interpreted strictly in terms of temperature and 
o ther facto rs may account for, o r contribute to , the 180 enrichment. For example, increased 
sto rm frequency during winter might enrich the annual B180 average (making it less negative) 
as storms tend to be associated with warmer than average temperatures. More frequent 
and/or intense cyclonic activity could increase warm air advection to the continent and 
possibly suppress sea ice extension. Parkinson ( 1990) examined sea ice limits using ship 
reports from early exploratory voyages to the A ntarctic. T he records, which are admittedly 
scanty and temporally discontinuous, showed no definitive evidence of sea ice extension. An 
increase in CJ· and SOi· concentrations could reflect an enha nced oceanic contribution as 
might be expected with reduced sea ice extent . However, from A .D. 1600 to 1830, the 
inte rval of greate r warmth (least negative 8180) the CJ· and SOi · concentrations in the Siple 
core are not elevated above the 480-year average. Figure 29.9 illustrates the 10-year averages 
of net accumulation for the 580-year record. T he annual layers were converted to water 
equivalent using the measured depth-density relationship and were corrected fo r thinning 
with depth using a simple steady state model discussed by Bolzan (1984). A .D. 1600-1830 was 
not characte rized by increased net balance a lthough shorter intervals (several decades) of 
increase and decrease are evident . 

29.5 Conclusions 

The opposition in the Siple-South Pole B180 and dust records during much of the last five 
centuries may reflect an increase in the persistence of atmospheric and oceanic conditions 
which a re responsible fo r the temperature opposition observed in the instrumental records. 
Rogers (1983) demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between intensification of 
the zonal westerlies , cooling at South Po le , and warming in the Peninsula region. It is 
unknown whether the intensification of the westerlies leads to cooling over the high polar 
plateau or vice versa. 
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Figure 29.9 T he 10-year unweighted averages of annual layer 
thicknesses for Siple are based upon the B1RO time scale and con
verted to water equivalent . T he thicknesses, which have been 
adjusted fo r thinning with depth , do not reveal major changes in net 
accumulation over the 480 year record. 

The dissimilar dust concentrations probably reflect two different transport pathways from 
lower latitudes where the South American Altiplano and the South African Desert are the 
principal sources of dust. Observations at South Pole (Hogan et at. 1984) indicate the 
terrestria l (AI and Si) compone nt of the aerosol mass is associated with an upper tropospheric 
or lower stratospheric source layer. Intensified weste rlies at lower latitudes could entrain 
more materia l higher into the atmosphere and thus, increase the source of dust for the South 
Pole. 

No similar aerosol studies have been conducted at Siple (accumulation rate 0.56m· 1 H20 
eq. ) where frequent and severe storms dominate throughout the year . However, it is more 
likely that particulates deposited at Siple have a lower tropospheric pathway associated with 
the passing cyclonic systems. Precipitation is an excellent mechanism for removal of 
entrained dust and thus lower tropospheric air reaching this region should be very clean 
(Hogan 1975). The microparticle analyses support this (Mosley-Thompson et at. 1990). If 
increased cyclonic activity along the periphery of the continent accompanied the postulated 
stronger westerlies , then the lower atmosphere should be cleansed further, leading to the low 
concentrations characte rizing A. D. 1630 to 1880 (Figure 29.8). If this postulated increase in 
cyclonic activity resulted in more frequent sto rms at Siple , and hence increased net balance, 
the decrease in particulates could actua lly be accompanied by a net accumulation increase. 
However, as Figure 29.9 illustrates , the 480-year ne t accumulation record does not show an 
increase between A .D. 1650 and 1890, the interval of lowest dust deposition. 

The similarity between the 8 180 records from South Pole and Quelccaya is intriguing. The 
excellent correspondence between the Quelccaya 8180 record and Northern He misphere 
reconstructed temperatures has been demonstrated (Thompson et at. 1986). The similarity 
between the South Pole and Quelccaya 8180 records, as well as the e levated dust concentra
tions, suggests the possibility of large-scale upper atmospheric te leconnections between the 
South A merican Andes and the high East A ntarctica Plateau which warrants further investi
gation beyond the scope of this paper. 
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The 480-year records of 8180 and dust concentrations from Siple suggest warmer and less 
dusty atmospheric conditions from A .D . 1600 to 1830 which encompasses much of the 
Northern Hemisphere Neoglacial period, the Little Ice Age. Dust and 8180 data from South 
Pole, supported by the 8180 results from Law Dome and Mizuho , indicate that opposite 
conditions (e.g., cooler and more dusty) were prevalent over the East Antarctica Plateau. 

Meteorological data from 1945 to 1985 show that the Peninsula-East Antarctica Plateau 
temperature opposition prevailing during much of the last five centuries is consistent with the 
present spatial distribution of surface temperatures. There is some observational evidence 
suggesting that under present conditions stronger zonal westerlies are associated with cooler 
conditions on the pola r plateau and warmer conditions in the Peninsula region . The physical 
processes contro lling these spatia l relationships must identified and better understood ; 
however , the observational data base necessary for this assessment is currently lacking. 
These regional differences demonstrate that a suite of spatially distributed , higher resolution 
ice core records will be necessary to characte rize more fully paleoenvironmental conditions 
since A.D . 1500 in Antarctica. 
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